


Task – name 10 objects made of wood that is in close proximity to you. 

Wood



Wood

Can you think of words that describe wood?

warm, smooth, strong, flexible, strong, hard, soft, rough,  …. 

Can you name any types of wood?

pine, oak, ash, teak, mahogany, maple, sycamore, birch, beech, 

walnut, cherry, zebrawood, balsa…….  

pine         oak          beech        walnut       maple       zebrawood mahogany ash 



There are 3 main types of timber:

• HARDWOOD

• SOFTWOOD

• MANUFACTURED BOARD

TIMBER is the general name for wood materials.

Wood





The term hardwood does not mean that the 

timber is hard.  For example balsa is used for 

modelling, it is a hard wood but it is one of the 

softest timbers to work with.

Hardwood

This type of timber is produced from broad leaf 

trees that lose their leaves in winter – a  

deciduous tree. The photograph opposite is of 

an oak tree which grows in this country. 

Uses - Oak is a hardwood and is used to make 

expensive furniture/flooring and strong framed 

structures.

Model aircraft made 
from balsa



Mahogany – reddish in colour, always 

looks good when varnished or waxed.

Task – Can you think of other 
uses of wood products in the 
kitchen.

Beech – creamy pinkish colour, its 

close grain makes it very suitable for 

kitchen utensils, as water does not 

have too great an effect on it. 

Hardwood





This type of timber is produced from trees that 

do not lose their leaves (coniferous). 

Leaves are easily 

identified as 

being thin and 

narrow.

Softwood trees grow much quicker than the 

hardwood ones, they are therefore cheaper to 

buy and far more available. Softwood is used 

for construction of houses and furniture, and 

outdoor uses such as fencing.

Softwood

The term softwood does not mean that the 

timber is soft , as pitch pine is one of the most 

difficult timbers to work with, yet is a member of 

this group

Some photograph courtesy of photolibrary wales  

http://www.bodieandfou.com/photolibrary


Uses of soft woods

furniture 

garden fencing/shed

building 

construction 

packaging 

Some images courtesy of  IKEA



Manufactured board is mainly used for kitchen and 

bedroom furniture and shelving.

Examples of manufactured boards are:

These are manmade boards, which are made by 

gluing wood layers or wood fibers together.

Manufactured board 

Plywood is a widely used manufactured timber.

Can you think of advantages and disadvantages of 

using plywood?

The photograph opposite shows MDF sheets as they are 

purchased. What does MDF stand for ? Any thoughts 

regarding its use ? 



layer it …

carve it…

slot it together it …..

Bend it …..

you can ……

turn it …..

Jules TattersallDo you recognise any of these buildings/structures?



Wood - sustainability considerations.

Before we use wood, what should we think about ?

photograph courtesy photolibrary wales/ Simon Moorhouse

A tree absorbs CO2 as it grows and stores the 

carbon as wood.  When it reaches maturity it 

stops absorbing extra carbon.  Eventually, if not 

cutdown, it will die and gradually give off CO2

as it rots.  

If it is cut down and the wood is used for products 

such as furniture or buildings this locks

up the carbon in the timber for the lifetime of 

the product. 

If the tree is replaced the new tree will start 

absorbing more CO2.



photographs courtesy photolibrary wales

Before we use wood, what should we think about? 

Wood - sustainability considerations.

How does using wood affect 

Climate Change?

If you use solid timber there is very little 

processing. 

Energy is used to plant and then fell

the trees, move them, saw and plane

the timber and then transport it. 

The further it is transported the more 

energy is used.



photographs courtesy photolibrary wales

Before we use wood, what should we think about? 

Wood - sustainability considerations.

Manufactured boards use 

more energy to produce. 

They can use the waste from 

milling solid timber. 

They mostly use adhesives, 

and the formaldehyde that is 

used in MDF is a health risk.



photographs greengoldforestry.com 

Before we use wood, what should we think about? 

Wood - sustainability considerations.

Other ecological impacts
Some tropical hardwoods have huge 

impacts. Mahogany trees grow in amongst 

a variety of other trees and plants. Cutting 

down the mahogany causes the destruction 

of a whole area of rainforest which cannot 

regrow easily.

Does it’s use harm other people?
If we add to Climate Change that affects 

everyone in the World but particularly the 

poor who are most affected by drought and 

flooding. If we destroy areas of rainforest 

that affects the lives of the people who live 

in the forest.



photographs courtesy www.cites.org

Before we use wood, what should we think about? 

Wood - sustainability considerations.

Can we keep on using as much as 

we like?

The planet has a limited amount of 

land to grow food and trees so there is 

a limit to the amount of timber we 

can use. However, the amount that 

is used in the production of the paper 

that comes into the average house 

each year will be a far bigger impact 

than the timber in your school project. 

But the products we do design and 

make should be well made, so they 

can be used for a number of 

years. 



some photographs courtesy photolibrary wales

Before we use wood, what should we think about ?

Wood - sustainability considerations.

How can we reduce the impacts?

Use timber that has been grown as locally as 

possible. A variety of beautiful hardwoods grow in 

Wales. Use timber that has the FSC certification 

on it (Forest Stewardship Council

http://www.fsc.org/ ). This means that it comes 

from well managed forests where trees are 

replanted. 

Some timber is seasoned by using solar energy

(http://www.jonathan-guest.co.uk/ for a furniture 

maker near Cardigan who dries his timber with a 

solar kiln and also uses very local timber). 

Look at the work of the featured Designer + 

Makers in the Design section – their products are 

made with sustainable timbers. 

grown, processed, sawn and crafted in Wales

table by Simon Moorhouse & bowl  by Cole Woodturners

wood processing  photographs courtesy photo library wales



grown, processed, sawn and crafted in Wales

table by Simon Moorhouse & bowl  by Cole Woodturners

wood processing  photographs courtesy photo library wales



photographs courtesy photolibrary wales

Before we use wood, what should we think about? 

Wood - sustainability considerations.

One of the most 
important things about 

woodland is that trees

store carbon dioxide.     

If we cut them down faster
than they can be replaced 

then we reduce that CO2

store.



Can you think of wood products that can be recycled?

newspapers cardboard industrial paper

Christmas trees furniture 

photographs courtesy photolibrary wales



www.greenoakcarpentry.co.uk

Amazing wood 

structure/craftsmanship  

www.derekwelsh.co.uk – innovative and cutting edge furniture, based in Glassgow

www.designnation.co.uk

www.onetree.org.uk – lots of British designers  

Sites of interest: Wood

Welsh designers + makers 

www.davidcolwell.com – contemporary furniture- mid Wales

www.cadmanfurniture.com – contemporary furniture – south Wales

www.simon-moorhouse – contemporary furniture & wood products – mid Wales

www.simongaiger.co.uk – unique wood + metal products/recycled materials – west Wales

http://robertjakes.co.uk – wood sculptor – Pembrokeshire 

www.woodturnedgifts.com – Jules Tattersall woodturner – Anglesey

Others sites of interests 

www.cat.org.uk – wealth of up to date information on sustainability 

http://www.greenoakcarpentry.co.uk/
http://www.derekwelsh.co.uk/
http://www.designnation.co.uk/
http://www.onetree.org.uk/
http://www.davidcolwell.com/
http://www.cadmanfurniture.com/
http://www.simon-moorhouse/
http://www.simongaiger.co.uk/
http://robertjakes.co.uk/
http://www.woodturnedgifts.com/
http://www.cat.org.uk/

